
ART. XV. - Ship Registration at the Port of Carlisle. By A. EAGLESHAM, M.A., Ph.D. 

AFTER the Act of Registration of i 786 (26 Geo. iii c.6o) it was obligatory for all 
merchant ships to be listed at the port to which they belonged, together with details 

of master, owners, tonnage, and place and date of construction. Earlier attempts to 
compile shipping registers had been selective — ships "in the colonial trade", for instance, 
or those "holding Mediterranean passes". As a result, the comprehensive nature of the 
new legislation gave rise to some confusion amongst customs officials on whom the task 
devolved. In their anxiety to be thorough, they began, in certain places, to record not only 
those ships belonging to the port (as required by the Act) but also those using the port. 
Liverpool is the most notable example of this misunderstanding,' but it also occurred at 
Carlisle. In consequence, we can infer from the Register the scope of Carlisle's trade at 
that period. 

The activity of the port at the close of the eighteenth century is of particular interest, 
partly because Carlisle is then expanding rapidly, partly because the earlier history is full 
of anomalies. For most of the sixteenth century, Chester was the only designated port 
north of Bristol and covered the west coast from Wales to the Scottish border; but in 
1564-65 Carlisle was granted port status. At the head of the Solway and commanding the 
intersection between Scotland and England, it must have seemed an obvious choice. 
Navigation was difficult on the Solway, of course, but not more so than in other west coast 
estuaries, including that of the River Dee. However, it was the West Cumberland ports 
that expanded rapidly during the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and in i 681 
Whitehaven was given port status (that is, she was entitled, amongst other privileges, to 
the full customs establishment of Customer, Comptroller and Searcher, and to the right to 
land and export "enumerated" goods within the prescribed port limits).2  Technically, 
however, Whitehaven remained a Member Port under the Head Port of Carlisle, in spite 
of the disparity in trade. In the first half of the eighteenth century, for example, when 
Whitehaven's trade was expanding rapidly, the Overseas Port Books for Carlisle were 
frequently blank. A typical year is 1730-31, when there were four overseas shipments 
inwards for Carlisle. Three of them were of deals, tar and iron from Drunton in Norway, 
all in Workington ships; and the fourth was Irish tallow brought in by a Whitehaven 
vessel.3  Nevertheless, Carlisle retained its status and, in 1786, a separate Register. 

The ships actually belonging to the port are listed at the beginning of the Register; ships 
from elsewhere using the port are listed in the centre pages. The former are consistently 
dated, but for the latter one must rely on the occasional marginal note. The sample 
analysed in the following paragraphs consists of ships belonging to the port of Carlisle, 
1786-1800, and ships using the port of Carlisle, 1786-1803 (the first positive marginal 
date). In using the second group as an index of trade activity, one must be cautious. 
Marginal notes suggest that once the officer had recorded the registration details of a 
visiting ship, he merely "ticked off" for subsequent visits. For instance, one entry has a 
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note, "Rec'd I I th July; 25th July; I 1 th August". In itself, therefore, the list is an index of 
only the minimum level of activity.4  

In the periods specified there were 42 ships registered as belonging to the port of 
Carlisle, as against I 1 7 "visiting" ships. Tonnage comparisons show that although there 
were many small vessels in both groups, nearly half the "visiting" ships were over 5o tons 
as against a third of the home-owned fleet in that category. Many of the "visiting" ships 
were, of course, themselves local in the sense that they belonged to ports in West 
Cumberland or on the Scottish side of the Solway. Nevertheless, an equally high 
proportion came from further afield, and the network is surprisingly wide. 

(ii) 	 Distribution of visiting ships 
Port of Carlisle 1786-1803 

(a) Belonging to other local ports 

West Cumberland 
Whitehaven 
Maryport 
Workington 
Harrington 

Scottish Solway 

	

21 	 Dumfries 

	

8 	 Wigtown 

	

2 	 Stranraer 

14 
I o 

25 Total 57 32  

(b) Belonging elsewhere 

Scotland 14 
England 29 
Wales 15 
Ireland 2 

6o 	 Total 6o 
Total overall 117 

Within these categories, there are some unexpected quirks of distribution. Locally, 
Maryport's relatively strong involvement compared with Workington and Harrington 
probably reflects her flourishing timber trade which was an off-shoot of a strong 
shipbuilding industry. Clearances for the Swedish port of Memel in the late 1 78os show a 
high proportion of Maryport vessels in the trade, some loading entire cargoes for the 
Carlisle area. In the 1787, for example, the 196-ton vessel "Langton" of Maryport, whose 
owners included "Liddle (sic) and Lewthwaite" of Carlisle, cleared out with a cargo for 
Carlisle in June; the "Glory" of Maryport, 149 tons, cleared for Annan Waterfoot in 
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May; the "Mary" of Maryport, 127 tons, for Carlisle in July; and the "Liddell" of 
Maryport, 188 tons, for "Liddle (sic) and Lewthwaite" of Carlisle, in October.5  Since 
ships were built in the Scottish Solway ports and the Register affords evidence of vessels 
built at Sandsfield, Bowness, Allonby and "Fisher's Cross" on the Carlisle side, there 
would also be a considerable redistribution trade. 

It is likely that timber and the shipbuilding connection also account for much of the 
Welsh element in the Carlisle trade. The particular need was for the oak timber used in 
certain key sections in shipbuilding. A rare sample of a West Cumberland agreement for 
the purchase of Welsh timber has survived from as early as 1742. Dated loth April, it 
arranges for Thomas Patrickson, the first Whitehaven shipbuilder to be so designated in 
the rentals,6  to buy from "John Pugh of Garth Maelen in Merioneth, gent.... his wood 
near Barmouth". The timber was to be cleared between 1742 and May 1745,  at a total 
cost to Patrickson of £440.'  Wales remained a principal source for this raw material, and 
in the early nineteenth century the Maryport shipbuilding firm of John Peat and 
Company was still negotiating with a firm at Chepstow, adding that they used "about 400 
tons of oak timber annually".8  Apart from shipbuilding, oak timber was also used for 
waggonways, harbour-works and domestic building. Welsh timber was frequently shipped 
into Maryport on behalf of the Harbour Trustees — for example, "i49 pieces of Oak 
Timber from Wales per the `Mally' "; and there are frequent shipments into Workington 
in the 17905.9  In addition, slates were a frequent import from Wales, and agricultural 
produce such as oats and barley. Most of the Welsh vessels in the Carlisle list belong to 
Beaumaris, but there are also ships from Caernarvon, Aberdovey, Barmouth and 
Swansea. 

About half the ships from other English ports belong to the Lancashire coast — Preston, 
Lancaster and particularly Liverpool. Salt was a major import, together with timber, 
deals and simply "merchant goods". A nineteenth-century Directory also refers to "the 
cotton wool manufactured here [which] is brought chiefly from Liverpool where a great 
part of it is returned in a manufactured state for exportation".10  

If a ship got into difficulties so that her cargo was damaged, the master had to register a 
"protest" of explanation. Some of these protests throw further light on the Liverpool 
shipments, and also on those from Scottish ports beyond the Solway. Mixed cargoes from 
Liverpool, for example, included peas, sugar, rice and oil as well as timber and deals; and 
one such mixed cargo, though bound for Sandsfield, was consigned to a Longtown 
merchant. Shipments from Leith, Glasgow and Greenock included "oil of vitriol", and 
also what is termed in one cargo "spirit iron" and in another "iron liquor". The 
eighteenth-century edition of the Encylopaedia Britannica refers to the use of "solution of 
iron in acetous acid" in dyeing processes, so it is likely that these shipments were linked 
with Carlisle's expanding textile industry. Might this also account in part for shipments of 
vinegar? Other imports from Scotland include sugar and "all sort of Groceries". 

In the group of ships belonging to English ports, there are several vessels from east-
coast ports, including Lynn, Sunderland, Scarborough, Whitby and Ipswich. The reason 
for their involvement is not clear. It may arise from purely chance consignments, as with 
the tramp steamers of the nineteenth century; but probably it is more likely to stem from a 
common interest in the Baltic trade which employed a high proportion of east-coast 
vessels. 

In the light of West Cumberland's maritime history, one negative aspect of the analysis 
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is worth mentioning — the almost total absence of Irish trade. Admittedly, the greater part 
of West Cumberland's Irish trade was carried on in local rather than Irish-owned vessels. 
Nevertheless, there were always some Irish vessels, though usually small in tonnage, 
operating through the west-coast ports. Indeed, the small Irish ships could be said to have 
pioneered the early coal trade out of Maryport (then called Ellenfoot). In the earliest 
Harbour Agreement there, dated 1718,  36 out of the 47  shipmaster-signatories were from 
Irish vessels.12  Nor is the lack of coal exports at Carlisle a completely satisfactory 
explanation, as the Irish trade included agricultural produce and the redistribution trade 
in timber. 

This contrast with West Cumberland is reinforced by an analysis of the ship-owners. 
Apart from a few Maryport part-owners, there are no West Cumbrian owners, no 
Whitehaven merchant, and only one Irish merchant from Waterford. In fact, a Rydal 
slate-merchant and a carrier from Moota are virtually the only two owners to the south-
west. In general, owners are drawn from such places as Allonby, Burgh, Glasson, 
Sandsfield, Drumburgh, Moorhouse and Beaumont along the nearby coastline, and also 
from the Scottish Solway, and eastwards as far as Brampton. Of course, one must bear in 
mind that many of the Carlisle vessels were small, local coasters. Nevertheless, the 
inference is that the main bond was across the Solway Firth rather than westwards 
beyond Maryport. The sloop "William and Ann", for instance, 41 tons, had a master from 
Holm Cultram and four other part-owners from Annan — two bakers, a painter and a 
cotton manufacturer. Conversely, the "Lady Lowther", a schooner of 16 tons, had a 
master from Dumfries and four part-owners from Burgh (a merchant), Beaumont (a 
yeoman), Sandsfield (a carrier) and Carlisle (a woodmonger). 

So taken in conjunction, the official and the "accidental" entries in the Carlisle 
Register suggest two conclusions of some interest. Firstly, Carlisle's trade network was 
wider than might have been inferred from the size of her own fleet or her earlier history as 
a port. And secondly, it excluded the Irish Sea/Atlantic trade orientation of West 
Cumberland and any joint investment in ship shares apart from those with Maryport. 
Perhaps the significance of this separation of interests has yet to be fully explored. 
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